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FROM SATANISM IN AMERICA TODAY
By
Pam Schuffert
This report will shock many. Most will think that it could not be true. I say "Oh yes it IS." I
have known of these matters for a number of years. I have not written on it, because it is so
shocking. It is NOW TIME, maybe past time, to wake people up as to what is really going on
in this "Christian Nation."
And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and
is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every
unclean and hateful bird.
There is NOTHING of wickedness that is NOT in our midst. The "Human Sacrifices" are not
just being done by low life dim wits, but reaches ALL OF THE WAY TO THE TOP!!! Our
leaders are NOT nice guys with wonderful intents. They are SATAN WORSHIPPERS, and
their intents are of the depths of EVIL CONTINUALLY!!!
And, oh yes, "God Bless America", and "Pledge Allegiance" to this nation's Satanic Determination to bring forth the anti-Messiah's NWO.
From Pam Schuffert, reporting from Germany
I received a report from a military veteran "Watchdog") and his watchdog group regarding
ultra-sophisticated Russian and German tanks being brought into America for the hour of
martial law via Canada through Prince Edward Island. Every six months, German troops are
being brought into North America through this channel as well. These tanks are painted in
camo colours, and have a mini-nuke launching capacity. Special body protection suits for
these foreign troops, developed by the Russians for the UN and the operators of these tanks,
include special filters and protective measures so that, following launching these mini-nukes
into their targeted areas, they can move in after one hour for mop up operations. Operators
of these tanks will be German, Russian and Czech. A recent email informed me that German
troops are now pre-positioned across North America in over 100 locations.
Such tanks are expected to be deployed under martial law.
When I spent ten years travelling and researching for my book exposing SATANISM in
America, I was stunned by the large admissions of human abduction and sacrifice that occur
annually, as confirmed by former FBI investigator of Satanism, Ted Gunderson and many
former high level Satanist leaders in America. Satanists coming out of it to expose the truth,
such as former high priestess Phoebe Brown of South America, have made the startling
admission:" SATAN IS DEMANDING MORE AND MORE ACTS OF HUMAN SACRIFICE TO GIVE HIM POWER TO BRING FORTH HIS NEW WORLD ORDER!"
Satanists I interviewed in America agreed completely. Admitted one former high priestess for
17 years of a large region in the USA, "Satan was demanding Christians for sacrifice, and
we obliged ...we carefully targeted, stalked, and abducted our victims ...and they died like
all the rest."
HOW did they die, I asked. Eye witnesses and former participants spared me no details. Once
abducted and thrown into the back of Satanist vans, for example, they were quickly injected with
a knockout drug, and their hands and feet and mouth were bound by duct tape. They would wake
up chained to Satanist altars or being nailed to crosses, and often tempted to deny Christ and
their faith and join the Satanists in order to be spared. And when Christians refuse, they are
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virtually tortured and killed. Often skinned alive, tongues ripped out to keep them from praying
or witnessing about Jesus Christ, brutally raped, nailed to crosses, burned, dismembered,
electric torture, pregnant women ripped open and both mother and unborn sacrificed. One
coven admitted to inventing a cross which, after the victim was nailed to it, the cross could be
separated in the middle and the victim torn into pieces. And much more ...I will spare you the
details.
The Satanists across America admitted that they believed that Satan was demanding more and
more sacrifices so he could be given power to help them BRING FORTH THE NEW
WORLD ORDER.
WHY am I sharing this??? Because SATANIST INFILTRATION IS INTENSE IN THE
MILITARY AND THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY AND THE US GOVERNMENT. I SHOULD know: I lived in the Washington DC area for many years, grew up totally
surrounded by the military, and endured the hell of my own father being a high level military
Satanist. These Satanists occupy often high places in the Pentagon, CIA, FBI, etc. all of which
will be used heavily to bring America under martial law and to deal with resisters. Such
Satanists all share the beliefs I have listed above: that every person sacrificed to Satan counts as
one more to give Satan power to bring forth the New World Order.
They explained that THIS IS WHY THE RESISTERS OF THE NWO UNDER MARTIAL
LAW WILL BE TREATED ESPECIALLY SEVERELY AND THEN TERMINATED. Each
person arrested on government lists under martial law (Christian resister, Patriot, militia, etc.)
WILL BE COUNTED AS ONE MORE SACRIFICE TO SATAN TO BRING FORTH
THE NWO. This is why, in part, the treatment of resisters will be so horrific in the FEMAmilitary detention-termination camps under martial law.
Admitted a former Satanist whose father was a high military Satanist on the west coast and
involved intensely in NWO military planning and mind control:" We Satanists would sit around
planning the termination techniques for people arrested under martial law. We decided that we
would prolong the torture of Christians and other resisters for as long as possible before they
would be terminated. " Such Satanists ought to know this reality: They are already practicing
this on abducted victims across America on Satanic altars by night.
It is estimated that Satanist sacrifices across America annually average into the upper hundreds
of thousands of victims (as confirmed by Ted Gunderson of the FBI and many insiders.)
Pam Schuffert, reporting from Germany
Subj: US Military Training Rapidly with Foreign Troops Here in Europe for US Martial Law
Pam Schuffert, radio, journalist, reporting from Germany-(PLEASE FORWARD OUT TO
PATRIOT COMMUNITY)
I have been researching in Germany for 5 months now, and everything indicates rapid training
of our troops to work side by side with cooperating foreign troops for the coming conquest of
AMERICA UNDER MARTIAL LAW. As I read the European edition of STARS AND
STRIPES almost daily, numerous military publications plus European news journals and
newspapers, and interviewing actual military here, I am coming to realize the extent that THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE BEEN DECEIVED AND BETRAYED INTO THE
HANDS OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER BY HER VERY OWN GOVERNMENT AND
MILITARY!
One military publication shared about a major operation involving three branches of the US
military in which they were learning to work intensely together IN A CONTINGENCY
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EXERCISE. CONTINGENCY means MARTIAL LAW. Here in Europe, Americans are being
rapidly trained through the Balkan crisis to work side by side with Russians, Germans and other
foreign troops ALL UNDER THE UN BLUE AND NATO. They are being trained in various
exercises as: weapons seizures, intimidating resisters to surrender and lay down their weapons,
how to operate prisoner detention camps holding resisters of this UN MNTF "peacekeeping"
effort complete with guard towers, and more. JANE'S DEFENSE magazine has published
pictures of German Bundeswehr (military) looking over large caches of weapons seized from
"insurgents, militants, etc.," all in this obvious training exercise in the Balkans designed to
prepared American and foreign troops FOR THE HOUR OF MARTIAL LAW IN AMERICA.
I interviewed three German Bundeswehr MP´s fresh from Kosovo, pistols strapped to their sides
and white MP armbands on their arms. Here are their revealing comments (This interview took
place at the train station in Munich.)
"Oh, yes, we know about our German troops in America. Fort Bliss and Holloman AFB..." I
asked, "Do you know WHY they are there ...for the hour of martial law, to help arrest Americans
and seize their weapons and fire upon them if they resist?" The spokesman for the group said,
"Yes, we have heard all this, AND IT IS TRUE." Yet so many of my fellow Americans DO
NOT!
Looking at him intently, I asked him this question: "IF martial law is declared in America, could
you fire UPON ME???" He would not reply as he looked at me. His cold, steely eyes reflected
the position of a professional soldier hardened by German military training and experience in
Kosovo. Stiffening, he abruptly excused himself and his two companions and hurried off to their
train. We understood each other perfectly.
US military are also being hardened through their experience in the Balkans. They are being
conditioned to serving under UN BLUE and NATO, much as they will do in America under
martial law. They are being conditioned to deal with "militants, insurgents, resisters, " which is
exactly how all Patriot resisters under martial law will be labelled as by the US government and
military. Fellow Americans, it is truly time to wake up to the reality of the coming quest for
America...and to realize the extent to which we have been betrayed and deceived in this matter.
As Chuck Colson once admitted, "It is not inconceivable that, in the future, the US military will
be used AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE." I tell you, I am watching with my own eyes
the preparation and conditioning of our American troops for that very hour.
As one military soldier (whom I interviewed in Germany), a previous trainer of foreign troops
in MOUT exercises at Fort Polk LA, admitted to me when he read through my book, PREMONITIONS OF AN AMERICAN HOLOCAUST (regarding coming martial law,) "Ma´am,
everything in your book IS TRUE, and I am leaving America with my wife and child as
soon as I can...because MARTIAL LAW IS COMING… AND IT WILL BE TERRIBLE
WHEN IT COMES."
What the US news media is desperately trying to hide from the American people, I am watching
firsthand here in Europe as so many joint military exercises take place one after the other, and
each one points to preparation for COMING MARTIAL LAW (And why not? IF the Russian
threat and the cold war is OVER, then WHY ALL THESE EXERCISES???) Patriots, WAKE
UP!
Reporting from Germany, Pam Schuffert
Subj: Germany glorifies 666 and Satanist Pentagram Goat head.
Pam Schuffert, journalist, radio, reporting from Germany
In the five months I have been investigating and reporting from Germany, I have noted the rise
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in Satanism, Theosophy and esoteric teachings that once fueled and fired Adolph Hitler and his
previous Nazi, new World Order madness. While interviewing one German Bundeswehr in
Munich, he opened his wallet and pulled out HIS GERMAN NATIONAL ID CARD, REQUIRED BY ALL CITIZENS. He showed me the back of his ID card. "What do you see, " he
asked. I held the card and studied it. All of a sudden, I was stunned. "I see THE CLEAR
OUTLINE OF BAPHOMET, THE SATANIST PENTAGRAM GOAT HEAD!" He looked at
me and said, "You are right...and IT IS ON THE BACK OF EVERY GERMAN'S ID CARD!"
When I started to show my German Christian friends, they were shocked, and sickened. NOW
they understood what the strange symbol was on the back of their ID.
Earlier in the winter, in the Bavarian Alps (where Bavarian Thule and Illuminati originated, and
with it the Hitler´s madness and the New World Order PLAN) I attended an outdoor ski festival.
A stage was erected in the village square, and a band with young singers began to sing and play.
Suddenly, the song changed, and I heard the German words for "6-6-6-" begin to be sung by the
band. Immediately, I turned to look at the crowd. I noted how many had knowing smiles on their
faces, and how many began to sway and sing along as if mesmerized as the band belted out
"six-six-six." This confirmed what a missionary had reported earlier, how 666 was being
glorified now in Germany. Many cities are sponsoring esoteric festivals, such as in Murnau, in
which the very teachings that fueled Hitler and the doctrines of "the Master Race" (by Helena
Petrovna Blavatsky, who taught that Lucifer is God and that the German Aryan root race is the
race from whence all future evolutionary perfection must spring forth, and hence all lesser races
must be terminated.) My German Christian friends are very wary of such developments. I am
reaching Germans young and old with free Bibles and Christian literature in German, including
German military. Please pray for Germany and the salvation of many...even in the midst of THE
BEAST RISING FROM THE ASHES TO FULFILL BIBLE PROPHECY.
Reporting from Germany, Pam Schuffert

Subj: Satanists in CIA WANT martial law-Christian torture-death!
>From Pam Schuffert, radio, journalist, reporting from Germany
(From PREMONITIONS OF AN AMERICAN HOLOCAUST and SATANISM IN AMERICA TODAY; by Pam Schuffert)
"We Satanists in the CIA lusted for the hour of martial law, in which we could finally get our
hands on those Christians and terminate them...we hated them and the God that they serve,
because THEY ARE THE MAJOR THING THAT STANDS IN THE WAY OF OUR
NEW WORLD ORDER. The very concentration camps you are now investigating, I helped to
draw up the blueprints for within the CIA...and under martial law IT WILL BE BRUTAL
RAPE, TORTURE AND DEATH for the Christians once they are arrested and taken to the
camps http://www.GulagAmerika.homestead.com ...because every Christian arrested and terminated under martial law WILL COUNT AS ONE MORE SACRIFICE TO SATAN TO
GIVE HIM POWER TO BRING FORTH THE NEW WORLD ORDER!" I have many
friends who are not only former Satanists, but were also hired for CIA assassin roles as well.
They are now Christians and talking. I spent one month in Florida living with a former Satanist
assassin (female) and her family in order to interview her regarding coming martial law.
Now a Christian for many years, she shared things with me that she had never revealed before.
However, I found her information confirmed what other former Satanists had revealed to me
regarding the truth about coming martial law and the New World Order. The above sentiments
are shared equally by the Satanists in the United States military. Satanism is rampant in the US
military. And such Satanists, with a motto of "show no mercy," often sit in the highest levels of
the US military, Pentagon, and more. And they ALL know that the NWO is "their thing."
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Satan-Lucifer is in fact the spiritual leader of the coming New World Order.
Ask any Satanist––if you dare. Go to the Bible: it plainly declares that the coming world
government with its cashless society is fully under Satan's control and those that worship him.
(Revelation 13.) In my ten years of researching Satanism throughout America, I heard this
consistently–-and that PLANNED martial law is their means by which they can initiate America's removal from under the Constitution and begin to come under UN world government and
Satan's coming world reign of darkness. Hence, Satanists have been infiltrating their people
heavily into the military community, the intelligence community, and our government into the
highest levels ( and I can name names.) Repeatedly, they admitted across the nation as I sat and
interviewed them that , yes, the Satanists of America ( and worldwide) are fully aware of coming
martial law, and how it will be used to initiate persecution and death of millions of resisters of
their New World Order–-and that Christians and Patriot resisters are the major targets They told
me that they KNEW Christians above all would not accept a world government under Lucifer
nor accept his mark for the cashless society, hence many of these FEMA and other camps I am
investigating are not so much for long term incarceration, as under Hitler, but rather for
TERMINATION TO GET RID OF THEM!
"Oh, all of us in the intelligence community know about the concentration camps in America
and their purpose. We all know that they will be used to TERMINATE RESISTERS OF THE
NEW WORLD ORDER as it is brought down in America UNDER MARTIAL LAW!"(personal admission made to me from former CIA-Naval Intelligence Michael Maholy, now
presumed terminated for going public with this and related information. Go to
www.Google.com, type in "Michael Maholy.")
For this reason, although I used to be a total pacifist and unarmed (Bible college student and
missionary, etc., for 30 years), I now advocate that Americans take full advantage of their 2nd
Amendment rights prior to martial law, because they do NOT want to be taken alive under
martial law...especially to the camps! I know what awaits them, and I am pleading with the
Christians and patriots in America to WAKE UP! Trust in God first and foremost, and apply
His word for grace and protection, but realize that our Patriot forefathers fought for our
freedoms with a Bible in one hand, and a loaded musket in the other. I should know–-.my
ancestors (on my mother's side) arrived on the Mayflower and fought in the Revolution!
"Having done ALL, stand.." declares the Bible. The Satanists of America let me know how they
would spare neither man, nor woman nor child under martial law, and what they did in secret
BY NIGHT on satanic altars to abducted children and Christians, they would feel free to do
openly BY DAY to every Christian-Patriot resisters of their NWO seized under martial law.
WHY would Satanists open up to me and share with me these deep secrets? Go to
"www.Google.com" Type in "Jake Schuffert." This is my father, now deceased. You will see
how famous he is on many websites in the USAF Indeed. But what the websites dare not reveal
is that, while working for the Pentagon, my father was tragically recruited into the military
vision of the conquest for America by the New World Order. He was not only recruited into the
agenda ( as many others in the military and working for the government are) but he was recruited
into the religion of the NWO...hard-core Satanism. Although millions have read his USAF
cartoons, and they are published to this day in the USAF publication, AIMMAN MAGAZINE,
few (except USAF Satanist insiders) knew that he was a hard core Satanist for many years I
lived with personal horror in my home as I struggled to be a Christian, attend Bible college, hold
prayer meetings, etc. He would come home from the Pentagon attacking my mother and I and
our faith in Jesus Christ. And HE FULLY KNEW ABOUT THE COMING MARTIAL
LAW AND THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS! He said cruelly to me one night after coming
home from the Pentagon, "EVERYONE WHO BELIEVES IN GOD AND MIRACLES
SHOULD BE SENT TO CONCENTRATION CAMPS!" Oh, how I would weep over my
father and plead with him to be saved. Finally, as he lay dying of bone cancer in 1998, he asked
me to come home and take care of him. I did so, and confronted him with his Satanism and the
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need to repent and accept Jesus Christ. Finally, Daddy came home. His former high priest in
Virginia Beach, J____., told me everything and has also become a Christian. Col. Jim Ammerman, famous military Patriot and exposer of martial law and the NWO, sent one of his top
military chaplains, Chaplain Ailsworth, to our Washington DC home to confront my father and
to call him to repent. My father repented totally and asked Jesus into his heart and became a
totally changed man. I fought the battle against the New World Order and Satanism in my own
home for 30 years, AND WON THROUGH JESUS CHRIST! The Satanists in America opened
up to me in part because of my father's tragic connections in that dark world. So many knew my
father. Only God can know the personal heartache I have endured for so many years because of
him and his dark ties with NWO Satanism.
But I have emerged as a survivor, to the glory of God. And although by daring to go public with
this dark secret, I am opening myself up to severe Satanist wrath and retaliation for daring to go
public with such revelations, I consider you...my beloved fellow Americans, Christians, Patriots
and all who are the targets under coming martial law... WORTH IT ALL TO TELL AMERICA
THE TRUTH! Being able to WAKE UP AMERICA TO THE COMING HORRORS UNDER
MARTIAL LAW IS WORTH EVERYTHING God will call me to suffer for my testimony and
openness to fellow Americans. I know I will undoubtedly die quite a martyr's death for my faith
and my public stand against Satanism and martial law, BUT JESUS CHRIST IS WORTHY!
(Besides, many of you will die for you faith as well...)
Fellow Patriots, DO NOT SURRENDER UNDER MARTIAL LAW! Do not surrender to the
WORLD'S SATANISTS! You will only lay down your weapons and surrender yourselves to
brutal torture, your daughters to be raped and sodomized and sacrificed by Satanists, and worse.
It is time to lay down your lives for your nation, your religious freedoms and heritage and the
very future freedoms of the coming generations.
Loving you and praying for you all, Pam Schuffert
(Please forward this out ASAP)
NOTE: Pam has more to say concerning her position about bearing arms to defend ourselves,
and has since writing this article, somewhat changed that position. See the Editorial, "Disarmed For The Love of God."
There are two other pertinent articles written by her that should be read. They are:
The Already Established Concentration Camps
THE COMING PERSECUTION
I am personally NOT one who advocates armed defence of ourselves against whatever
arrests may come. I do not see this as my “escape”. These stresses are coming to get us
out of our complacent self-righteous pride-filled religious know-it-all FALLEN EGO, and
on our faces before Jah. And, I do mean ALL OF US. NO ONE will receive the
Prophesied Protection from these matters, until a people come out of their egoistic
religion, come into humility before Jah, and start praying as Jahshuwah COMMANDED.
If anyone thinks they will find out what their escape is, and ignore the Words of The
Commander in Chief, they are sadly deceived, and headed for a TERRIFYING disaster.
And take heed to yourselves . . . and cares of this life . . . . so that day come upon you
unawares. For as a snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the face of the whole earth.
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these
things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"
(Isaiah 2:3).”
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